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INTRODUCTION
The new BC Archives collection search uses AtoM (Access to Memory), an open-source
software developed by Artefactual Systems. It provides a single interface to many of our
textual, visual, moving image, sound and cartographic records and includes digital objects
(scanned images, PDF’s, MP3s, MP4s). The library catalogue and the genealogy search
databases are now accessed separately. This guide is an introduction to how you can search for
records on the new system, how to display and interpret search results, how to access them,
and some comparisons with our old site for long-time users.
Also known as the “Welcome” page, the search home page is the initial entry point for
searching the database. The main features are shown and described briefly bellow. For more
detailed information, instructions and explanations see the sections on Searching and Search
results as well as the Appendices.
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Search Box

1

This is the main search access point and is located in the header bar on most search pages.

It offers three search options: Search (i.e. Basic Search), Advanced Search, and Browse. A brief
explanation of each is given below. There is an additional search option – Quick Search – once
you are looking at a record description (see SEARCHING section).


Search (Basic Search)

Enter term(s) directly into the search box (the box with the word Search in it), e.g..

The search box searches all archival descriptions (textual, cartographic, images, sound
recordings and film) and searches by default for any of the terms entered rather than for all of
the terms. To search for all terms use AND e.g. ravenhill AND arts, to search for a phrase use
quotation marks, e.g. “indian arts and welfare society”, and to search for a number with a
hyphen, also use quotation marks, e.g. “MS-2907”. Use * as a wild card and ? for a single letter
or number, e.g. judg*, wom?n.


Advanced Search

Click on the “Advanced search” link
to go to the Advanced Search page.
It is a structured search which allows
for searching by specific fields singly
or in combination.
One or more terms can be entered in
each search box (as in a Basic
Search), all fields or a specific field
can be searched, and the search
boxes can be linked by “and” “or”
“not”. An “Any field search” is
essentially the same as a Basic
Search.
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Browse

Clicking on the Browse box will open a drop down menu of
direct links to browse pages for the entity types shown here.

The Browse menu is also displayed on the far left side of the home page – see 4 . The
“Digital objects” option, for example, will take you to the first page of almost 97,000 images
and can be sorted alphabetically by title and identifier or most recent but will not allow you to
go to a specific point in the set of results. “Archival descriptions” is similar. A Basic Search can
be performed within “People/Organizations,”” Subjects” and “Places” browse pages. There are
also some filter options on most of the browse pages.
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Links to types of records

This section provides shortcuts to searches (in Advanced Search) limited by type of record,
known as the General Material Designation (GMD). Clicking on a link takes you to what is a
programmed search for all records of that particular type. For example, clicking on “Visual
records” takes you to the following page with a list of ALL the visual records descriptions in the
database. Note the “graphic material” filter in the GMD box.

The first of more than
170,000
30 per page.
You can enter a search term or terms to limit the search to specific subjects, etc.
Youresults,
can also

change the GMD or leave it blank. Going directly to Advanced Search, choosing a type from the
“General material designation,” and entering search term(s) will yield the same results. You can
only select a single GMD or search all of them. For more information about Advanced Search
see the SEARCHING section.
3 Links to library catalogue and genealogy search
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The genealogy database and the library catalogue are not part of the new BC Archives search
engine and each has its own search rules and methods. Click on the genealogy database link to
search for BC vital event registrations (births, marriages, deaths), colonial marriage records and
baptismal information. Click on the online catalogue link to search for library material.
4

“Browse By” and “Popular This Week”

The “Browse By” menu is the same as the Browse drop down menu in 1 . However, this
display only appears on the home page and the drop down menu is available on most search
pages.
The “Popular this week” listing, found on the left-hand side of the homepage, includes a list of
links to the 10 most visited resources over the last week. Resources listed in the “Popular this
week” menu include authority records as well as archival descriptions.
5

Icons

Click on the
icon above the search box to access
the quick links menu. Like the search box, it appears
on most search pages and allows users to navigate to
the BC Archives search home page as well as Help
documentation, contact information and the About
page.
The home page can also be accessed by clicking on the
icon.
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SEARCHING
AtoM is a single database based on archival descriptions, reflects the hierarchical structure of
archival records, and shows the relationship between records and their creators. The BC
Archives AtoM-based database contains only descriptions of our archival holdings. The library
catalogue and genealogy search are now two separate databases each with a different search
interface. Links to each are found on the BC Archives Collection Search homepage.
Some of the more important features to note when doing a search on the database are:


Search terms entered into a search box are by default searched with an OR operator (match
any words) rather than as an AND (match all words) or phrase (exact match) search.



Boolean operators in a search box are case sensitive and must be entered in uppercase, i.e.
AND, OR, NOT (although the Advanced drop-down menu shows them in lowercase).



All record types are searched by default. It is possible to limit a search or search results to
one type of record (e.g. textual, graphical, moving images) using pre-defined filters, but not
to multiple types (other than All types). Only in Advanced Search is it possible to pre-select
a material type.



The wild card symbol is *, and the symbol for a masked character (single letter wild card) is
?.



An identifier or reference code with a hyphen or other punctuation marks (e.g. accession
number, catalogue number) must be entered with quotation marks, i.e. as a phrase (e.g.
“GR-1372”,” i-00432”). If entered without quotation marks, the hyphen is ignored resulting
in an “OR” search on both components, e.g. all records with gr as well as all records with
1372. Even with the quotation marks, the search will find any reference code containing
that number (e.g. GR-1372.1.1, etc.). Only a search in the Identifier field will limit the
search to the exact number (see Advanced Search below).



Upper and/or lowercase can be used anywhere except in the Identifier field in Advanced
Search. This field is case sensitive. Entering gr-1372 instead of GR-1372 will yield zero
results, for example.

See Appendix 1 for a comparison of the AtoM-based Archives Search with the old Archives
Search.
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BASIC SEARCH
This is the easiest and most direct way to search for keywords or phrases.


Enter a single term or combination of terms using Boolean operators (see Appendix 2). If
using more than one term (keyword, number, etc.), note that the default search logic is OR
(i.e. match any words). Suggestions for matching terms will appear as you type as well as
name, place and/or subject records. For more information about the type-ahead feature
see Appendix 3. Some examples are shown below.

Hitting enter or clicking on the search icon
will execute the search on all the archival
descriptions but not on the other categories (e.g. Subjects).


A Boolean search must be used to combine multiple terms in anything other than an “OR”
or “match any” search. The search string alvensleben AND “dominion trust”, for example,
yields 1 result in which alvensleben occurs as well as the phrase “dominion trust”. A search
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without the AND and the quotation marks yields 2304 results which only need to have one
of the three search terms present.
Quotation marks must be used to search on call numbers, accession numbers and other
numbers which have hyphens, e.g. “gr-1440”, “i-01234”. Otherwise the hyphen is ignored
and the number treated as two separate search terms combined in an OR search.
Once search results are presented, there is an opportunity to refine them by the search
filters displayed on the left hand side of the results page. These include level of description,
creator, name, place, subject, and media type. See Appendix 4 for more information about
this feature.

ADVANCED SEARCH
The “Advanced search” link is found below the search box and appears wherever the search
box is present. Advanced Search applies only to archival descriptions, not to authority records,
subjects and places.
In Advanced Search a search can be structured to build a search with multiple terms and with
specified fields. There are filters to narrow a search, either pre-search or post-search.

A single search term, or multiple search terms can be entered in the first box, or “search field.”
If more than one term is entered in the box the default search logic is “OR. Other Boolean
operators, e.g. AND (match all terms) as well as “ “ (phrase search), can be used.
The second box has a drop-down menu with a list of possible search fields. The default is “Any
field”. The field options are shown below. For more information about each field see Appendix
5.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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Title. Not case sensitive. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words, combine with
AND and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase
Archival history (aka Custodial history). Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words,
combine with AND and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase.
Scope and content. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words, combine with AND
and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase.
Extent and medium. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words, combine with AND
and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase.
Subject access points. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words, combine with AND
and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase.
Name access points. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words, combine with AND
and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase. Note that names of individuals in this field are
generally inverted.
Place access points. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words, combine with AND
and/or put in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase.
Identifier (call number, accession number, etc.) e.g. GR-1371, I-67967. Case sensitive. Not necessary
to enclose in quotation marks in this field only. Only the record with the exact number entered will
be retrieved, not any lower level records. Can enter a series of numbers to retrieve multiple items,
e.g. H-00855 H-00856 H-00857 H-00858; or: C-09228 D-03209 D-05920.
Reference code (item number) e.g. GR-1372.1.1. Not case sensitive but number must be in
quotation marks. Can enter a series of numbers (in quotation marks) to retrieve multiple items, e.g.
“gr-0429.1261” “gr-0429.1324” gr-0429.1765” “gr-0429.1779”

If you are not sure of which field your search terms are likely to be found in, use the default
“Any field”. Note that not all fields that are searchable are listed, e.g. notes fields. These fields
are searched in an “Any field” search. Click on “Add new criteria” and select one of the Boolean
operators to build your search.
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The search filters can be activated either before the search is executed or afterwards.
Selections are made from a drop-down menu (default = any, one per category). For more
information about the filters and menu options see Appendix 4.
Click on the search button to execute the search. The “Reset” button clears both the search
terms and the results. In the example below, the search for ravenhill in the Title field was
limited to results with “Digital objects available”, i.e. descriptions to which a digital image, text
or special media is attached.

BROWSE SEARCH
The browse search in AtoM is accessed through the
“Browse By” section on the homepage or by clicking on
the Browse menu button to the left of the Search box
found on most search pages. There are five options
(shown here), of which only the second, third and
fourth provide the ability to go to a specific point in the
browse list. Each of these 3 options functions
somewhat differently but selecting an item from each
list provides links to or displays archival descriptions.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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The first and last options are, respectively, a complete listing of all the archival description
records in the database (at any level) and thumbnail images of all digital objects. See
Appendix 7 for more information.

QUICK SEARCH

The tree view which appears when a single description is displayed also includes a “Quick
search” tab, to help users quickly locate specific descriptions in a fonds, series or collection with
several lower level records. Click on this tab to access the search box.
Search by a word or words that may appear in the title of file or item descriptions. Reference
codes (e.g. GR-1372.2.14) can also be searched but must be enclosed in quotation marks.
It is possible to use Boolean search operators (e.g. AND, NOT, “ “) as well as Boolean special
characters such as the * wildcard symbol to improve your search results. Remember that the
default logic for more than one term is OR (any term). Also remember to enclose reference
codes and other numbers with hyphens and other special characters in “ “.
In the example below, the tree view for the series GR-0429, which has a large number of item
descriptions, is displayed. To locate those items which deal with Tomey Homma and the Privy
Council, homma AND privy is entered into the quick search box with the results shown on the
right.

For more information about this feature next section on viewing results and Appendix 6.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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SEARCH TIPS


Remember to use * (rather than ?) for wild card, and ? (rather than #) for single character
substitution, e.g. judg* to retrieve judge, judgement, judgment, judging, etc. and ver?g?n
to find Veregin, Verigan, Verigen as well as the more common spelling of Verigin.



If you are used to entering terms into the old Basic Search, remember to use AND (all caps)
to combine terms and “ “ to specify an exact match. Otherwise the search will be treated
as a match any terms search. For example, emily carr will retrieve descriptions with emily
carr as a phrase and with both emily and carr in the description (not adjacent), but also
records with only emily and with only carr.



If using Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) which must be in uppercase, enter the entire
search statement in uppercase to avoid having to shift from lower to upper case, e.g. EMILY
AND CARR AND INGLIS.



Use Basic Search for simple inquiries and for complex free-form Boolean queries.



Use Basic Search to see a breakdown, by various categories, of the search results.



Enclose any term or number with a hyphen or other special character in quotation marks,
e.g. “MS-0055”. Otherwise the hyphen, etc. will be ignored and the components treated
separately in an OR search. For example, if MS-0055 is searched without quotation marks in
anything other than the Identifier field, the results will include records descriptions with
only ms (or MS) and only 0055 as well as those with both, but not necessarily adjacent.



Try both Top-level descriptions and Series filters to limit search results to higher level
descriptions. Series will only be selected in the former if they are not part of a fonds.



Use the Quick Search feature to search for lower-level record descriptions within a fonds or
series.



To limit your search results to only those descriptions with digital images or other digital
objects, in Basic Search click on “Show results with digital objects” found below the results
statement, e.g.
In Advanced Search either set the “Digital object available” search filter to Yes and enter
terms in the search box(es) or do your search and then limit your results to digital objects
by setting the “Digital object available” search filter to Yes and clicking on the Search
button again.

BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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SEARCH RESULTS – VIEWING AND NAVIGATING

RESULTS DISPLAY
Once a search is executed, the results are displayed in brief format showing the title, identifier
or reference code, description level, date or date range (if available), the title of the highest
level record description preceded by the words “Part of” if there is a higher level, the first few
lines from the “Scope and content” field (if present), and often the creator or the fonds title.
An example of each level is shown below.

The search results display list is identical in format for both Basic and Advanced Search. The
brief record descriptions are the same and the number of results per page for both is set at 50.
If there are more than 50 results, a page navigation bar appears at the bottom of the page. This
number of results per page cannot be changed and there are no sort options.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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However there are some visual and functional differences between the display pages for each,
at least on the initial search results page. The main differences are summarized in the table
below and are explained more fully in the following pages and in the referenced appendices.
Basic Search
Filters – list by categories shown with record
count by sub-category but each category list is
limited to the top 10. Can be used to refine
search results after the search has been
executed. “Top-level descriptions” filter
restricts results to records with no higher-level
descriptions.See Appendix 4.
Results total shown at top of display with
search statement. Also shown at bottom of
page as x to y of z [total number] if more than
50 results.
Search statement – shown at top of display
with total number of results and retained in
search box until one of the results is clicked
on. Can be modified.
Number of results with digital objects shown
at top of results list with option to view only
results with digital objects.

Advanced Search
Filters – drop-down menu – see Advanced
Search section for details. No record count
breakdown. Can be used to refine search
results, either before or after the search has
been executed. “Top-level descriptions” filter
only presents a menu list of fonds and some
GRs. See Appendix 4.
Total results shown at bottom (x-y of z [total
number]) but only if more than 50 results.

Search statement – search parameters shown
in advanced search boxes but not shown in a
linear format. Can be modified. Search boxes
show at top of all results pages.
Number of results with digital objects not
shown. Must use “Digital object available”
filter to limit to results with digital objects.
Total number only shown if more than 50.
No Print icon displayed. Can use browser print Print icon at the top right of results display.
function.
Can also use the browser print function.
Basic Search results display

BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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Advanced Search results display

**********************

Note that the number of results is only shown at bottom of page and that “Digital object
available” must be set to Yes to limit to results with digital objects.
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SINGLE DESCRIPTIONS
To view the full description for a specific result, click on the title, shown in blue. Fields will only
show if they are populated. In most cases, the lower the level the less data, as parent – or
upper level – information is not generally repeated in lower level descriptions, particularly files
and items. The main elements for an individual search result display are shown below.
LEFT
Treeview: can
navigate down
and up the tree
and select a
record or use
Quick Search to
find a specific
record in the
tree. Click on
Holdings to
return to tree
view.












CENTRE
[Heading] Description level; Identifier or
Reference code, Title.
Breadcrumb trail showing higher level(s), i.e.
parent record(s), if present.
Title and statement of responsibility: includes
title; general material designation (GMD);
description level; reference code. Searchable.
Dates of creation: year or range of years;
creator. Searchable.
Physical description: extent, media, etc.
Searchable.
Archival description: name of creator; custodial
history; scope and content. Searchable.
Clicking on the creator will produce records with
the same creator. When text is followed by >>
click on the arrows to view the full entry.
Notes: includes link to PDF finding aid (usually at
series level only); associated materials (may be
linked); accession number(s); microfilm reel
number and/or box and file location.
Searchable.
Access points: subject(s); name(s); place(s).
Clicking on an access point will produce record
descriptions assigned the same access point.
point. Searchable.

RIGHT
Reports: click on to
create a formatted
report (see Printing
Reports in next
section)
Related subjects:
see Access points in
centre column.
Related names and
organizations: see
Access points in
centre column.

In the Series level description shown below, you will see most of the elements described above.
There are far fewer in the item level description which follows, the “Access points” and “Scope
and content” are, for example lacking in the lower-level description. Conversely, because
there is no higher-level description, the series description has no breadcrumb trail, which
occurs in the item description.
To return to a results list from a single description, use the browser button.

BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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LEFT

CENTRE

RIGHT

Treeview. Series title at
top highlighted in grey.

Click on to view other records
by the same creator.

Click on >> to expand.
Click on link to see finding
aid in PDF format.

Click on a subject or the name to
view other record descriptions
with the same subject or name.

.
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Example of an item level record.

Breadcrumb trail
Item entry
in treeview.

Information about the
location of the item.

Note the tree view showing the selected record highlighted in grey. It is possible to move up
and down the tree and all Quick Search functions are operational.
The “Notes area” section contains information about where the item is to be found. If a
microfilm reel number is shown in the “Availability of other formats”, use it in conjunction with
the file location note in “General note” which provides a box, and sometimes a file, number as
well as the number in the “Alpha-numeric designations” field. In this example the reel number
is B09318, the Box number is 1, the File number is 1 and the Folio number is 68/72.
In the right hand column there is also “Physical storage” data. This data does not currently
appear for all records.
Although the “Report” link is shown, because there are no child records, clicking on it will result
only in the message “There are no relevant reports for this item”, i.e. there are no data to
create a report. See Reports in next section for more information about this function.
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ATTACHMENTS
Images of photographs and other digital objects will be attached to a number of the records.
When this is the case the initial result will display as shown below.

Clicking on an image or title will result in display with the image shown at the top of the record.
The image can be copied or saved (but currently not enlarged).
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Some records will have scanned textual records (in PDF format) attached. An example is shown
below. Clicking on the image will open the PDF.
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Note that fonds and series with images attached will not necessarily show this in the initial
results display but when clicked to see the full view will present an array of images.

To view all the images click on and move the white ball. Click on any image to view separately.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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A tree view will generally be displayed with the image record.

Some record descriptions will have a “Show All” option, e.g..

Click on “Show all” to display all the images on a separate page or series of pages.
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Attachments may also be mp3 (sound) or mp4 (moving image) files such as shown below.
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Click on the icon to open the file.
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SEARCH RESULTS – PRINTING
 RESULTS LIST (CHROME)
On many search results pages you will see a print icon. You can also use CTRL P or your browser
print function.
When you click on the Print link or use CTRL P you are taken to a “Print
Preview” page.
A search results list printed from a Basic Search looks like this. Note that there is no print icon
on the original results page so CTRL P was used.

BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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The print version of search results from an Advanced Search include the search boxes and looks
like this.

When the print icon is clicked on the Advanced Search results page, the print preview looks
somewhat different than what is actually printed. In Chrome it is easier to go directly to CTRL P.


RESULTS LISTS (INTERNET EXPLORER)

Currently, in IE printing a list of results or a single description involves at least a page of
extraneous text and is best to avoid until fixed.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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 REPORTS
The Reports function can be used to create a file or items list for a series, which can then be
printed. If a PDF finding aid is already linked to a description (usually at the series level),
however it may be the better and easier option.
First select a series, making sure the series title is highlighted, for example:

Note the “Reports” link on the top right. Click on the link.

As there are only files (i.e., no items as well), click on Continue. If there were items as well, you
would have to choose one or the other, not both.

Generally, it is best to sort by “Reference code” which reflects the original order of the files in
the series, but if there is a list of names (e.g. probate files), by “Title” might be preferable. If
images are attached to file or item descriptions, the option to include the thumbnails appears.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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The generated report displays as a “Print preview” page.

When printed, in the default portrait orientation, it looks like this.

Note reference code
number on two lines.

Date ranges as well.
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In landscape orientation, the report looks more like the browser view.

Some limitations of the Reports function are
Minimal data is displayed for each file/item.
Only files or items can be selected, i.e. not both in the same report, so if a series
contains both (e.g. MS-0055) the report is incomplete. If this is the case, and there is a
finding aid PDF, it is the better option. The ability to include thumbnails of images in the
report (at the item level) could, however, be a useful feature.

 SINGLE DESCRIPTIONS
Follow the same instructions for printing results lists. Two examples are shown on the next
page (only the first page is shown). Note that they are from displays using Chrome, not Internet
Explorer which still has some printing issues.
To print a photograph by itself, right click on the photo and either copy and paste into a Word
document or save as a JPEG. It is currently not possible to print a larger version than is shown
in the public search.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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Series description

Item description with photo.

 ATTACHMENTS
To print attached photographs, follow the instructions for individual descriptions above. If you
print a photograph or art work without the descriptive information, make sure to note the
catalogue number or reference code.
To print attached PDFs click on the PDF link or image to open and print or download the file.
PDFs are either finding aids which are embedded in the description in the “Notes area” under
“Finding aids” as shown here

or digitized archival textual material displayed at the beginning of the descriptive record as
shown in the following example.
BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE
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In this particular file there is only one page of text, but other PDFs can consist of several pages.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 COMPARISON OF NEW AND OLD SEARCH SITES
New BC Archives Collections Search
Keyword searches default to an “OR” (any
terms) search which can only be changed by
using Boolean operators.

The Boolean operators are case sensitive and
when used in a search box, must be in upper
case, i.e. OR, AND, NOT. Quotation marks to
designate a phrase, and parentheses to
control the order in which the Boolean logic is
executed, remain the same. Wild cards and
letter substitution cannot be used within
quotation marks, however.
Boolean operators can be used singly or in
combination in both the basic search box and
in the advanced search boxes.

Choice of And, Or, Not relationship between
search boxes in advanced search.
Wild card is * and single letter substitution is
?.
An identifier with a hyphen (e.g. accession
number, catalogue number) must be entered
as a phrase (e.g. “gr-1372”,” i-00432”) and is
treated as a root search in all searches except
a search in the Identifier field. If entered
without quotation marks, the hyphen is
ignored and does an “or” search on both
components, e.g. all records with gr as well as
all records with 1372.

BC ARCHIVES COLLECTION SEARCH GUIDE - APPENDICES

Old BC Archives Search
Search default is essentially a phrase search
(exact match) but can be changed on the
Preferences page to “or” (Match any words) or
“and” (Match all words). It can also be
changed temporarily on the search page
(clicking on Match any words or Match all
words) or by using Boolean operators.
Boolean operators are not case sensitive and
wild cards and single letter substitution is
possible.

Boolean operators can only be used in
combination in the basic search box. The
advanced search field-specific boxes each
have a drop down menu of Boolean options of
which only one can be selected. There are
also some additional options.
Relationship between the field specific boxes
is always “and”.
Wild card is ? and single letter substitution is
#.
Accession numbers, call numbers, etc with
hyphens are treated as a single term and a
search will only produce results with the exact
number (unless wild card etc used).
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In basic search all material types are searched
by default. Only after the search is executed
can the results be filtered by material type. In
advanced search, material type (as well as
other filters) can be selected either before or
after a search is executed.
In advanced search, the default search is for
all material types and the search fields are the
same for all material types.

Hierarchical description – segmented. When
search terms are entered each level and
component is searched separately. For
example for a search on begbie AND colonial
AND correspondence (basic search or an Any
field search in advanced search) all of those
terms must be present in any given record
description, be it a series, file, item, etc. If
only “colonial” and “correspondence” are
present, for example, the record will not be
retrieved. In the case of GR-1372 it would
mean that the file level descriptions which
have all three terms present are retrieved but
not the series level description which does not
include a reference to Begbie. It is, however,
possible to navigate to the series level
description from a file level description.
Relational database.
The library catalogue and the genealogy
database are not part of the BC Archives
Collections Search and are searched
separately (links appear on the Collections
Search homepage).

Index(es)/database(s) for different material
types must be selected before a search is
executed. One, more than one, or all can be
selected.

In advanced search, at least one material type
must be selected. More than one, or all can
be selected. The search field-specific boxes
vary according to the material type chosen. If
more than one type is selected only the
common search field boxes are shown.
Flat (ASCII) files – when terms are entered the
entire description (catalogue entry and/or
finding aid) is searched. For example for a
textual records search on begbie AND colonial
AND correspondence (basic search or an All
Text search in advanced search) will retrieve
descriptions which encompass the entire
description for a GR or MS, which may range
from 1 to hundreds of pages. [see example]

ASCII
The library catalogue and the genealogy
database can be searched together with
archival records. Note: genealogy database
can only be searched as keywords. Must click
on Expand List of Genealogy Indexes to go the
structured basic, advanced, or browse search.
Number of results displayed per page set at
Default number of results displayed per page
50. No option to increase or decrease.
is 10 but can be increased to a maximum of
200. Preferences can be saved on a computer
(using a cookie).
No sort options. Set to sort by reference code. Can sort results by various fields in Advanced
Search.
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Appendix 2 BOOLEAN OPERATORS
In AtoM, Boolean search operators are supported in the search box and in the Advanced search
menu. Boolean searching is a particular application of what is known as Boolean logic. Boolean
expressions use a number of operators, the most common of which are AND, OR, NOT - using
Boolean operators in terms of search queries (i.e. Boolean search) allows a user to limit, widen,
or otherwise define a search - for example, searching “fonds OR collection” would widen a
search to include results that have either term in their title.
Using the Boolean operators available in AtoM allows users to build complex queries from
anywhere in AtoM using the general search box located in the AtoM header bar, without having
to navigate to the Advanced search interface.
Using Boolean operators and logic in the search box:






Use AND to combine search terms to narrow your search: e.g.
search begbie AND douglas to return only descriptions that contain both search terms
Use OR to to combine search terms to broaden your search: e.g.
search begbie OR douglas to return descriptions that contain either search term
Use NOT to exclude terms: e.g. search begbie NOT douglas to return descriptions that
include begbie but do not contain the term douglas
Use quotation marks to search for an exact phrase, e.g. “kuper island”
Use parentheses to group search terms and control the order in which the logic is
executed, e.g. (begbie OR needham) AND “bench books”. The default precedence
without nested logic is: NOT then AND then OR.

Some additional Boolean operators available in AtoM
Symbol Use
?
Single character wildcard. Example: p?per will find paper and piper, but not pepper.
Do not use with parentheses.
*
Multiple character wildcard. Example: galax* will find galaxy and galaxies, but not
galactic. Do not use with parentheses.
~
Fuzzy search. Will return results with words similar to the term. Example: fjord~ will
find fjord, fjords, ford, form, fonds, etc. Yields many non-relevant matches.
&&
Boolean operator. Can be used in place of AND. Will cause an error if combined with
spelled-out operators. Example: emily && carr AND probate will fail; emily && carr
&& probate will succeed.
!
Boolean operator. Can be used in place of NOT. Will cause an error if combined with
spelled-out operators.
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Appendix 3 TYPE-AHEAD AND BASIC SEARCH BOX
As a user enters text into the search box, type-ahead search
suggestions for possible matches appear in a drop-down box
below the search box. The possible matches continue to
narrow as the user enters further text. This allows a user to
dynamically view results and select a resource without
necessarily having to enter its full name or title. The search
box type-ahead results are organized into record-type
categories (or facets), including:





Archival description
Authority record (people and organizations)
Place names
Subjects

When multiple results for a record type exist, the type-ahead drop-down includes an option to
view all records for a particular record type - clicking the “View all” link for a particular type of
record will redirect the user to a browse page of results.
The type-ahead is set by default to begin providing suggestions only after at least three
characters have been entered - for example, entering “a” or “an” in the search box will not
prompt suggestions, but entering “ant” might produce suggestions such as an authority record
for a person named “Anthony,” etc.
Note: The type-ahead search results are intended as a navigational tool for quick searching of
multiple entity types, but by default pressing enter after entering a query in the search bar
will load a results page for archival descriptions only. If you wish to search for an authority
record or subject using the main search box, you must either click it when it appears in the
drop-down, or alternately select it from a browse page when clicking the “all matching” option
below each search facet in the type-ahead. At this time, the main search box cannot be
configured to return other record types when pressing enter. However, there are also
dedicated search bars for authority records, subjects and places.
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Appendix 4 SEARCH FILTERS


Basic Search

Filters are available to users on search and browse pages as a means of grouping and narrowing
results by a common characteristic. They are drawn from available fields within the entity or
record type being browsed or searched and are grouped into categories (called facets). In Basic
Search, when the search results are displayed, a count of the records included in each type
appears next to its name, giving users a sense of how many results fall under each type.
The filters in Basic Search are configured so that each category displays its results with the
highest number of matches at the top. Currently, only a maximum of the top ten matched types
are shown in each category. Filter types are displayed in the user interface as drop-down
menus under each category; each can be expanded to view its available results/matches, or
collapsed to hide match results, by clicking on the category heading.
Available filter options appear below each heading as blue text links with the associated
number of matches. Only one option may be selected per category. When an option is clicked,
the search results on the page will reload, filtered to show only results that match the filter
selected - for example, selecting “Series” in the Level of description facet on an archival
description search/browse page will reload the page results to display only series-level
descriptions; clicking “Victoria (B.C.)” under the Places facet will reload the page to display only
results that have a name access point of “Victoria, B.C.” added to their descriptions.
When a filter has been selected, the text changes from a blue text link to black underlined text.
By default, all facet filters are set to “All” - clicking “All” will remove the current filter and
refresh the results page. When a filter is applied, all other filter results will be refreshed to
reflect the current selection, presenting filter results that apply to the current results only - for
example, when “Victoria (B.C.)” has been applied as a place filter, the “Levels of description”
facet results will now display results that apply only to the records being displayed (records
with an “Victoria (B.C.)” place access point), until the previous filter is removed.
If “All” is the only option available beneath a heading, it means that there are no relevant filters
that apply to the current records being displayed in the search results page.
Categories by record type for archival descriptions




Creator: Limits results to only those where the name matches that of the creator
associated with the archival description
Name: Limits results to those with a matching name added as a name access point to an
archival description
Place: Limits results to those with a matching place added as a place access point to an
archival description
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Subject: Limits results to those with a matching subject added as a subject access point
to an archival description
Level of description: Limits results to those that match the selected level of description
(e.g. fonds, collection, series, file, item, etc). Includes a top-level description filter, that
allows users to limit results to those that are parents - e.g. the top hierarchical record in
a multi-level descriptive archival unit.
Media type: Limits results to those with a digital object attached that matches the
selected media type (image, audio, text, video, or other)

Currently these filters are only available on archival description, authority record, and archival
institution search and browse pages. Filter buttons by media type are available in the top-right
corner of the Browse digital objects page, which allow a user to limit the results by available
media type (image, audio, video, text, or other).
Basic Search example using filters
 Original search (no filters)
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Limit results to file level descriptions (11)

Series and fonds level descriptions have been excluded. The filters have been reset to all, indicating that
none of the filters apply to the file level records.
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Limit results to series level descriptions (6)

Fonds and file level descriptions are excluded. Filters are readjusted to reflect series level records only.


Limit results to fonds level descriptions (2)

Series and file level descriptions are excluded. Two creators and ten names show as filter options.
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Limit results to top-level descriptions (2)

In this case, the result is the same as limiting to fonds, but such is not always the case.



Advanced Search

Unlike the filters in Basic Search, those in Advanced Search can be pre-selected, but again only
one from each category can be selected. They can also be selected after a search has been
executed but the Search button must be clicked to redo the search (in Basic Search this
happens automatically). Also unlike Basic Search, there is no record count. The options are:
o

Top-level descriptions [blank =any]
Menu of Fonds F1 to F7, 8 GRs at fonds level (654, 1069, 1168, 1434, 2055, 2068, 2070, 3383)
and Fonds PR-0001 to PR-0020

o

General material designation [blank =any]
architectural drawing [plans]
cartographic drawing [maps]
electronic
graphic material [photographs, paintings, drawing, prints]
microform [microfilm or microfiche]
moving images
multiple media
object
philatelic record [stamps]
sound recording
technical drawing
textual material

o

Media type [blank =any]
audio
image
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other
text
video
o

Digital object available [blank =any]
Yes
No

o

Copyright status [blank =any]
Public domain
Under copyright
Unknown

Advanced Search example using filters

By pre-selecting the Fonds filter, the search immediately limits the results to the fonds level. It
is currently not possible to select “top-level descriptions” as such. The drop down menu only
offers a list of specific fonds and fonds-level GR records.
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Appendix 5 SEARCH FIELDS














TITLE. The title given to a unit of archival description (fonds, series, collection, file, item,
etc.) Not case sensitive.
ARCHIVAL HISTORY (aka Custodial history). The succession of owners or possessors of the
records since they were created. Enter keyword(s). Unless searching for any of the words,
combine with AND or in quotation marks (“ “) for a phrase.
SCOPE AND CONTENT. Contains a summary of the structure or arrangement of the records and
their contents as well as the functions and/or kinds of activities that produced them, the
time period, subject matter and geographic area. Also summarizes the main documentary
forms (e.g. reports, correspondence, plans, etc.).
EXTENT AND MEDIUM. The extent (size) of the described unit, as well as other physical details
and/or dimensions (e.g. Originals, 1950, 2.22 m; microfilm (neg.), 1872-1937, 16 mm, 7
reels [B09318 - B09324]; 35 mm, 1 reel [B09325]).
SUBJECT ACCESS POINTS. Subject or thesaurus terms assigned to records. Usually only found at
the higher levels (e.g. fonds, series, collection).
NAME ACCESS POINTS. Names of persons and organizations related to the records. Note that
names of individuals are generally inverted.
PLACE ACCESS POINTS. Geographic place names to which the records relate by subject and/ or
origin.
Identifier. An unambiguous and unique combination of letters and/or numbers used to
identify a descriptive unit (call number, accession number, etc.) e.g. GR-1371, I-67967. This
field is case sensitive. Not necessary to enclose in quotation marks in this field only. Only
the record with the exact number entered will be retrieved, not any child records.
REFERENCE CODE (item number) e.g. GR-1372.1.1. Not case sensitive but number must be in
quotation marks.
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Appendix 6 TREEVIEW QUICK SEARCH
1. Navigate to a top-level archival description (i.e. a fonds, collection, series, etc.) with many
child records (lower levels of description). You can do so by searching or browsing.
2. Once you’ve arrived at an archival description, locate the tree view in the left-hand menu of
the description’s view page. Click the “Quick search” tab.

3. The treeview will disappear, and a search box will be shown in its place (note: you can
return to the treeview at any time by clicking the “Holdings” tab).

4. Type a search term and press enter. AtoM will look for matches in the titles and identifiers
(reference codes) of descriptions in the collection.
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5. Note that you can use Boolean search operators such as AND, OR, or NOT, as well as
Boolean special characters such as the * wildcard symbol to improve your search results.
For more information on available special characters and boolean searching in AtoM, see:
Advanced search.
6. Matching results will be returned as blue hyperlinks. Click a results title to navigate to the
related description - AtoM will redirect you to a view page for the selected archival
description.
Clicking the “Browse all descriptions” button at the bottom of the Quick search results will
redirect you to a browse page, where all the lower level records are displayed. The results can
be sorted alphabetically (by title), by reference code and by the most recent. Filters can also be
used but most are unlikely to apply at the file or item level. Use the browser back arrow to
return to the parent record, in this case the series record for GR-0492.
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Appendix 7 BROWSE SEARCH OPTIONS
The browse function is accessed by clicking on the links under the BROWSE BY section on the
home page or by clicking the Browse menu button on the left of the search box. There are five
options. Each presents a complete title list or display of its contents but not necessarily the
same method for navigating each list.


Archival descriptions

This option takes you to a long list (30 results at a time) sorted alphabetically by title.
Fortunately, the top-level filter is automatically applied so instead of almost a million results,
there are only about 5500. The sort order can be changed to “Reference code” or “Most
recent.”

The filter can be removed by clicking on the x in the box above the list or by scrolling down the
filter column on the left to the “level of description” category and selecting “All descriptions”.
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You can then select a different filter, e.g. series. Note that if you select series with the toplevel filter still in effect, the results shown will be for series that do not have a parent – i.e.
higher level – record. See the examples below. The same is true for any level selected while
the top-level filter is in effect.

There is no way to search within these browse results. The creator, name, place and subject
filters are only useful for the top ten in each category. If the sort option is set to “most recent”,
it might be useful to view the descriptions most recently added or modified.


Authority records
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This option is presently the only means by which authority records can be directly searched. As
with Archival Description browse, the default sort is alphabetic by title, with the option to
change it to “Reference code” or “Most recent”. Unlike the archival description browse
function, however, there is a search box (see above). A terms or terms can be entered as in
other search boxes. There is only one filter option by entity type which can be used by itself or
in conjunction with a search.

Click on an authority title to view the complete authority record as well as links to the records
the authority is the creator and/or subject of.
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To view any of the record descriptions, click on the desired title. The full record description
with tree view will display.


Subjects

The subject browse works much as the authority browse described above does but the sort
logic is unclear and there are no filters in the initial display page.

One or more search terms may be entered in the search box. Note the “All labels” drop down
box to the left of the search box. Presently the default “All labels” option is best left as it is.

Click on a subject to view the records associated with it. Note the information about the
authority itself. Mostly it will provide the source for the subject term. Click on a description
title to view the full record description.
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Notice the “Treeview” on the left which places the selected subject in its place in the list. The
List tab will take you to the “Browse subjects” list shown in the first two examples on the
previous page. The Search tab allows you to enter a new search without going back to the
initial “Browse by Subjects” page. Also note the Places filter category. It will only apply if a
record has a separate place name access point in addition to the selected subject.



Places

Browsing Places is very similar to browsing subjects both in appearance and functionality. See
following screen shots.
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Here the filter is “Subject” as
“Place” was in the Subject browse.



Digital objects

Clicking on the link will take you to the first page of thumbnail images of digital objects
(currently over 100,000 in number).
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At the bottom of the page there is information about the number of items and a page
navigation bar.

Most of the images are photographs and two-dimensional art objects but there is also textual,
audio material. Clicking on one of the thumbnails will take you to the record for that object.
You can filter the search results by type but there is no way to search for specific items or
otherwise narrow down the results.

Last modified: 3 February 2016
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